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Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited (HPCL) is a Government of India enterprise operating in the
Oil and Natural Gas sector which has been conferred with the Navratna Status. Apart from various other
innumerable recognitions, it also holds the distinction of featuring on the prestigious Forbes 2000 and
Global Fortune 500 lists and enjoys a market share of 21.25% among PSUs in India.
In the past financial year, HPCL has recorded the highest ever profit after tax of Rs. 2,733 crores in the
history of the corporation with an increase of around 58% compared to the corresponding period last
year. Our Market capitalization on year-on-year basis increased by about ₹4,500 crores at the closing
share price of ₹785.55 per share as on March 31, 2016. This has been possible because of our robust
performance in all spheres including Refining, Marketing, Retail, Direct Sales, LPG, Aviation, Operations
and Distribution, Projects & Pipeline Group, LNG and other services.
HPCL has always taken pride in acknowledging the efforts of its workforce which have resulted in setting
of high industry benchmarks in its core competency. We, at HPCL, believe that of all the resources, our
employees are the most vital ones.
Towards fulfilling its Mission- to be a fully integrated company in the hydrocarbons sector of exploration
and production, refining and marketing; focusing on enhancement of productivity, quality and
profitability; HPCL invites bright and dynamic professionals to join its team in various disciplines.
More about HPCL:
HPCL's vast marketing network consists of 13 Zonal offices in major cities and 106 Regional Offices
facilitated by a Supply and Distribution infrastructure comprising of Terminals, Pipeline networks, Aviation
Service Stations, LPG Bottling Plants, Inland Relay Depots & Retail Outlets, Lube and LPG Distributorships.
HPCL operates two major refineries at Mumbai and Vishakhapatnam producing a wide variety of
petroleum fuels & specialties, with a total refining capacity of 14.8 MMTPA. HPCL holds an equity stake of
16.95% in Mangalore Refinery and Petrochemicals Limited, a state-of-the-art refinery with a capacity of
15 MMTPA. A fourth refinery of 9 MMTPA set up by HMEL, a Joint Venture with Mittal Energy Investments
Pvt. Ltd has also commenced commercial operations at Bathinda, Punjab.
HPCL also owns and operates the largest Lube Refinery in the India producing Lube Base Oils of
international standards, with a capacity of 428 TMT. This Lube Refinery accounts for over 40% of the
India's total Lube Base Oil production.

HP Green R&D Centre is located in garden city of Bengaluru. It is a vibrant research centre in India for
carrying out research and development activities in oil refining and alternate energy sector. The centre
started research activities in 2012 in the areas of catalysis, fluid catalytic cracking, hydro processing,
process intensification, residue up-gradation, crude and crude compatibility, alternative energies such as
bio-fuels, solar etc. The centre is recognised by The Department of Scientific and Industrial Research
(DSIR) and has collaborations with research institutes in India and abroad.
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